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Why we are here

• Seeking authorization today to award five individual General Information Technology Consultant (GITC) Services contracts in an aggregate amount not to exceed $30,336,000.
GITC Overview

Proposed Action – 5 Contracts

- Five individual GITC contracts for task-order based IT consulting services
- Selected firms: Cambridge Systematics, Flairsoft, DirectApps (dba Launch Consulting), TYLin, and IT Works! (dba Volanno)
- Each contract has a 3-year term with five 1-year options
- Aggregate total = $30.3M, including option years
- This action anticipates using funding already budgeted or reasonably assumed future budget
GITC Background

Modeled off successful General Engineering Consulting (GEC) Service contracts in use at Sound Transit today

New for IT - GITC Consulting Services

- Designed for timely, adaptable response to project resourcing needs, through the duration of the project
- Negotiated task orders aligned to a statement of work, such as delivery of a defined IT project scope
- Allows access to a broad diversity of IT skills to meet growing IT demand, without having to procure every time
GITC Benefits

• Speed
• Flexibility
• Scalability
• Access to skills outside staff core competencies
GITC Procurement Information

Request for Procurement

- 27 Proposals Received
- Evaluation Panel selected 5 firms

Evaluation Criteria

- Firm experience and history
- Capacity and approach to staffing
- Price (hourly rates)
- Knowledge and experience of key individuals
- Commitment to and compliance with equal employment opportunity law
Thank you.
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